Department of Educational Psychology

Contact Information:
Campus Location: 3343 Education, Theater, Music, and Social Work (ETMSW)
(312) 996-5650
education.uic.edu/academics-admissions/departments/department-educational-psychology#overview

Administration:
Department Chair, Dr. Stacey Horn
Director of BA in Human Development and Learning, Dr. Kathleen Sheridan

The undergraduate program of the Department of Educational Psychology, the Bachelor of Arts in Human Development and Learning (HDL) focuses on the natural intersectionality of human development and learning and the importance of understanding these processes as embedded in social structures, contexts, and diverse cultures.

BA in Human Development and Learning
The BA in Human Development and Learning (HDL) is appropriate for students who have an interest working with individuals from infancy to adulthood and from diverse groups and/or communities. In addition, the program has an emphasis on preparing graduates with the ability to create optimal conditions for learning and development in a variety of formal and informal educational environments.

Admissions Requirements for First Year Students
The BA in Human Development and Learning program has adopted the university’s admissions requirements as listed in the Admissions section of the catalog under First Year Applicant and adheres to the campus policy on transfer students.

Degree Program
• BA in Human Development and Learning (http://catalog.uic.edu/ucat/colleges-depts/education/epsy/ba-hdl)

Minor
• Minor in Instructional Design and Training (http://catalog.uic.edu/ucat/colleges-depts/education/epsy/minor-idt)